CLUBHOUSE MAINTENANCE

To set your clubhouse maintenance materials when you need them, look ahead — send your order in early.

Dolge products include:

- **DEODOROMA** for overcoming foul odors in lockers and washrooms.
- **BALMA** Mild, smooth mellow liquid soap.
- **DOLCOWAX** for your floors.
- **TINK** for balky drains.

**Write for Catalog**

---

BALL OUTLOOK DARK

No synthetic golf balls will relieve a condition threatening drastic curtailment of golf play in 1944, according to officials of leading golf ball manufacturing companies who met late in October in Chicago.

All available rubber substitutes have been tried without success in developing a satisfactory golf ball. The producers make gloomy forecasts for golf in 1944 unless players become aware of the urgent necessity of turning in all obtainable used golf balls for reconditioning during the winter.

Reconditioned balls cared for unexpectedly heavy play this year, but manufacturers' reports show a 50 per cent reduction in number of golf balls turned in by players for reconditioning this season as against the 1942 returns.

In addition, a big demand at Army and Navy camp golf practice ranges for used golf balls diminished the supply available for civilian golfers. Marked increase of war-worker golf was another factor which seriously depleted stocks of golf balls. Stocks of unused balls, made prior to the government's freezing of rubber, were exhausted early this season.